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9:02am- CALL TO ORDER by Debbie H. Chairperson
followed by a moment of silence and the Serenity Prayer
1.

Reading of the Traditions, Concepts & Warranties, Anonymity Statement and Courtesy Rules Reminders

Motion to seat Jeri V., AIS/LDC (Area Information Service/Literature Distribution Center) Program Director
at this meeting with voice and no vote (by Debbie H. second Jaye R.) motion carried.
Motion to seat our Partners in Service with no voice and no vote (by Debbie H. second Carol V.) motion carried.
2. Welcome & Introductions – Around the room. Ask It Basket explained by Susan B.
3. Rules of Discussion we presented.
4. Officer Reports, See attendance list at the beginning for reports given. Written reports are posted to
website: http://area61afg.org/area-business/awsc-materials
th

Secretary, Jaye R. The report deadline for the Fall Assembly is August 19 .
Corrections to the minutes from the AWSC meeting on 4/4/2017 were requested. Page 3, #11
Requirements for Al-Anon Members, #1 Change the work is to be. Page 5, #15, paragraph 4, and change
Partners in Service to Growing in Service.
Motion made to accept the minutes (by Mary Sk., seconded by Cheryl A.). Motion carried.
Treasurer’s Report, Ann J. requested that groups use their WSO number when sending in donations.
Financial Reports were presented.
Motion made to approve the Financial Reports, Budget vs Revenue/Expense Report (by Mary Sc. second by Sharyl M.)
Motion carried.
Terri G. and Jim S. will do the spring 2018 Financial Audit with Ann J.
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Delegate, Don B. spoke about the letter from the WSO Treasurer. WSO finances have improved due to
th
increased contributions. Please don’t stop donating. Our International Convention will be July 5-8 2018
in Baltimore.
Past Delegate, Cathy T. reported there were 43 registrations for our first State Convention. A sheet was
passed to sign up to lead meetings.
5. Coordinator/Liaison Reports, See attendance list at the beginning for reports given. Written reports are
posted to website: http://area61afg.org/area-business/awsc-materials.






Assembly Coordinator, Mary Sk. The Hotel Mead 2019/2020 prices will only increase $15 for the
AWSC meeting rooms. Contracts have been Ok’d.
Convention Coordinator, Mary Sky. – State Convention will be held Oct 20-22. 2017. There are
68 rooms reserved for 2 nights each at the Chula Vista for our convention weekend. She will
th
submit the order to the hotel on September 8 along with the co-chair.
Group Records Coordinator, Sandi H. asked districts 1, 8, 9,12,13,18 and 19 to see her sometime
during the day.
Public Outreach Coordinator, George B. reported his committee jump started today’s meeting
with a phone meeting. Members found the ‘Please and Thank you cards to TV and Radio stations
confusing. This committee will be helping out at the convention. If your district would like to
jump start their public outreach they can contact George; publicoutreach@area61afg.org

6. Ice Breaker, Kathy G. presented a fun way to get to know each other including our partners in service. Gifts
were presented
7. Policy Discussion
Rules of Discussion were reviewed as well as excerpt from Courage to Change, pg. 215.
The Policy Manual rewrite proposal presented by Cheryl A. and Carol V. Report from the last Assembly was
presented as background information;
There have been lots of questions for years about the policies in the Area 61 Policy Manual. Have we been
following the policies? What exactly does this or that policy mean? Is this policy is outdated, etc.? In March, at
the Policy Committee, after much discussion, the Chairperson asked that a Task Force be created to look at the
Policy Manual and to come up with a definition of what is policy and what is procedure. Our Policy Manual has
been a supplement for the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual policies, as it should have been. We had specific ways
of running our Area that were not always covered in the Service Manual. Over the years the Policy Manual has
grown. With each new problem or situation, we create more policy or rewrote our policies. We were always
changing our policies when circumstances changed. We were using the band aid approach. Each thing we did had
to be approved by the Assembly and sometimes the process was very long and we heard complaints especially that
it takes up too much of the Assembly’s time continually updating it. For several years now we have been saying
that this needs rewriting completely, no more Band-Aids. One day we looked at our Policy Manual with new eyes
and thought, “This is mostly procedure, not policy!” The other stumbling block is there doesn’t seem to be a
logical reason for the way it is laid out and it can be hard to find the Policy one needs when they need it.
Adhering to our Knowledge Based Decision Making (KBDM) process, especially the last question about what we
still needed to know, we went to work. We needed more information. Our first question, as directed by the
chairperson, was what exactly policy is, and what is procedure? We formed a Task Force (TF) which consisted of
Past Delegates Carol V., as chair, Cathy T., Cheryl A. and Ann J., our Treasurer. We asked all members of the Policy
Committee to tell us what they believed was policy and what was procedure. While there were lots of definitions
online for those two words, they were mostly about municipalities or corporations. We wanted a definition that
worked for our Area and was Al-Anon in content. Here is what we came up with: Area 61 Policy is a set of guiding
principles or directives, a high level overall plan embracing the Traditions and Concepts not covered in the Policy
Digest section of the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual.
Examples: Alateen Policy, AMIAS Policy, or Finance
Policy. A Procedure tells how to go about achieving Policy (as long as it doesn’t affect another group or Al‑Anon or
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AA as a whole.) It is a series of actions or steps taken, for example, instructions, guidelines, job descriptions, etc.
We also wanted to show the Assembly some examples in our Policy Manual of what should remain policy and what
should become procedure. We quickly realized most of our Policy Manual is directions on how to do something.
For example, in our Policy Manual on page 5, under General Policies, #2 states: “All AWSC members should have a
copy of the Al-Anon Alateen Service manual, as each duty is explained and we should apply as per Service Manual,
unless we have a policy stating different.” This would probably be better off in a procedure such as a job
description. Or on page1, under Assemblies, #1 reads: “Our Assemblies will be centrally located in Wisconsin.
The 3rd weekend in May will be the Spring Assembly and the last full weekend in September will be the Fall
Assembly. Care should be given to avoid scheduling Assembly weekend during major holidays. When or if this
occurs, the Assembly weekends may be adjusted. They will be scheduled annually 3 years in advance.” Some of
this is Policy (a high-level principle or directive) and some is procedure (steps on how to achieve the policy) and the
last part is a job description for the Assembly Coordinator. And if the hotel changed the 3 years to 4 years we
would, at this time, have to come back to you for a vote on that change.
We are hoping to make this as painless a process as possible. We want to move forward and declutter and
reorganize the Policy Manual.
This was a painful process. Many items were moved to other documents or the website. The new
proposed document along with what was moved was sent to members. All the items that were moved to
procedure documents were reviewed. The language of items which remained in the proposed Policy
Manual was not changed.
Comments: A suggestion of an addendum with where forms are relocated was suggested.
Who will review items that are being posted to the website? This should be determined. Other
coordinators can be consulted. Web coordinator does review all postings. Job descriptions are reviewed
by the Chair.
Officers and Coordinators should be ready to show where the relocated items have been incorporated.
This is wording that the AWSC would like to see changed on page 1.
Alternative #1:
It is Area policy to defer to the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual unless otherwise stated in this publication
Alternative #2:
It is Area policy to follow the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual unless otherwise stated in this manual.
Discussion followed.
A consensus vote was taken and number 2 was preferred.
A straw poll was taken about leaving part of this sentence in the Policy Manual; heading of Assemblies,
#6, sentence #3. “There will be no refund of monies after the deadline set by the Assembly Coordinator.”
Poll showed to leave the statement out of policy and give it to the Finance Committee.
Some of this information will also be put into the new Orientation packets for DRs and GRs.
A discussion about General Policies, #14, hand-me-down (transition into new positions) meetings
followed. A straw poll was taken: Should this be put back into the policy manual? Leaving the statement
out was preferred.
The Finance Committee will look over their part of the Manual.
The difference between Job Descriptions and Job Duties was explained. The Chair will review all Job
Descriptions and will consider setting up a mentoring process for transitioning process.
A straw poll was taken if the members would like to see what general items were taken from the manual
and put on the website included in the back of the Policy Manual along with how to access the website
with user name and pass words. Straw poll showed members would like to see this done.
Motion: The proposed WIUPMI Policy Manual changes and correction agreed to during the 2017 Fall AWSC meeting
review be referred to the Fall 2017 Assembly for consideration (by Mary Sc., second Cathy T.)
Discussion followed before voting.
Motion carried with 2 opposed.
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8. Convention Coordinator Position, Debbie H. A Task Force was created for events. The Events Task Force
will take a comprehensive review of all Area events including Assembly, Convention, AWSC and TEAM. They
will report prior to spring AWSC. The committee includes Susan B., chair, Ann J., Mary Sky., and Jamie C.
9. Area Name to be used in Policy Manual, Jaye R. asked what would we like to call ourselves in the Area
Policy Manual? The choices are Area 61, WIUPMI or Area without a number. Jaye would like to see
consistency in the manual. Comments from the policy meeting:









Internally we can call ourselves whatever we like
World Service Office when contacted does not always recognize the name Area 61
At World Service Conference the only name recognized is Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan. Sometimes the delegate is mistakenly assumed to be from Michigan.
The Conference Summary used state names followed by directions such as Illinois North or
Minnesota South.
Some areas only use state names without numbers
In our articles of incorporation we are named Wisconsin AFG, Inc.
The entire Upper Peninsula is not in our Area. Panel 53 is responsible for the name change. At that
time Michigan had no objection to our name change.
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan is descriptive where Area 61 is not.

Comments from AWSC:






Consistency was requested
Use the name Upper Peninsula of Michigan (West) and Wisconsin at conference and The Area in the
Service Manual
Let’s call ourselves what the World Service Office calls us.
Could we add AFG at the end?
Can we wait until after Policy Manual revision vote?

A straw poll was taken of what we should call ourselves now:
Area 61 had 7 votes, Wisconsin and UP Michigan had 11 votes, a different name had 1 vote and abstentions
had 8 votes.
– Lunch
10. Standing Committees and Task Force Breakout Sessions and Reports
Finance The committee can always use more members. They will have a phone meeting the first Thursday of
the month. They are investigating getting a shared Google drive. They reviewed the budget and found they
have excess funds. They will try to make apparent the excess funds available so the GRs are able to decide
how they should be allocated. The decision about insurance has been deferred until spring.
Literature The committee will host a workshop at the State Convention on writing for CAL. This is different
than writing for The Forum. A Power Point was made. The Literature Coordinator job description was
reviewed.
Public Outreach The committee will have a display and host a ‘Fun Time’ at the State Convention on Saturday.
George will bring more 30 second outreach cards to Assembly. The committee has slide presentations on the
website. They discussed making these into a podcast by using a voice with the slides. Or maybe shorten
these. The Healthy Community project was worked on. The committee is making a survey to ask WIUPMI
members, ‘how did you get here?’ They can use the answers to target their resources.
Growing Service asked members to fill out survey sheets. Answers will be tabulated and reported on at the
Fall Assembly. The acronym bookmarks were given to all members. GR and DR Orientation folders will be
revised by Mary Sky.
Convention asked us to Register, Volunteer and make reservations.
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Group Records/Website Task Force reported that their charge is complete and they will report at Fall
Assembly
11. The Revised Agenda was presented, Debbie H.
12. Abundance, Susan B.
Discussion about what Abundance (unlimited time, unlimited talent and unlimited resources) means in your
recovery such as; scholarship fund for GRs or DRs for groups unable to send members due to financial difficulties, a
scholarship fund to send teens to Midlake, doing more Publish Outreach Projects.















Literature Inventory computerized
Public Outreach wants to pay for a professional newsletter
A professional voice for our Power Point Presentations
Time to study our 3 Legacies at Area meetings.
A plane (truck, bus, et. Etc.) flying with the message ‘Have you been affected by someone else’s
drinking…”
A way for committees to keep in touch between meetings
Education for professional so they know Al-Anon is not AA
Purchase more literature for public consumption
Bring more Spanish speaking members into service so they are able to grow
Area documents translated into Spanish
More volunteers and children involved in Alateen
See more outreach
Daily texts from website
Al-Anon meetings with a focus on young people

Keep the mindset of abundance in your daily life.
A Task Force was created to create a Lois Fund with Carol V. as chair, Jeri V., and Susan B.
13. Proposed Budget, Ann J.
We have an abundance of funds. Ask your groups what they would like to include in next year’s budget. The
proposed budget was presented and explained. The GRs have to vote on the proposed budget at the Assembly.
Insurance decisions will be deferred until the spring after more information is obtained. Delegate equalized
expense was explained. One new line item in the 2018 proposed budget is a $500 donation to WSO. We have
abundance of funds ($30,000+) be prepared to increase line item amounts. Please keep contributing so we can
keep our programs in place,
Motion to approve the proposed budget with changes and refer to the Assembly for consideration (By Cheryl A., second
Terri G.) carried.
14. Property and Liability Insurance, Ann J. explained that we have bond insurance that covers the money we
have. The finance committee is looking into insurance that would cover CAL inventory as well as any office
equipment as well as liability insurance that would cover events such as Midlake. They will gather more
information and report at the Spring Assembly.
15. Area Expenses, Ann J. requested a change to Policy Manual, Area Expenses, #11. The current manual states:
‘Any Area expenses shall be paid by check with two of the following four signatures: Treasurer, Secretary,
Delegate, or Chair.’ This has been done by mailing signed blank checks. Our bond insurance does not permit this.
Banks do not require this and will not police two signatures on checks. This is an outdated policy.
The requested new policy: Area Finances/Expenses
a. The Area will have Bonding Insurance for the amount to cover the total assets of the Area. The Treasurer will
make sure the terms of the insurance are followed.
b. Any bank accounts held by the Area will have at least two signers from the following four officers: Treasurer,
Secretary, Delegate, or Chair.
c. Once a month at least one member of the Finance Committee along with the Treasurer will review all bank
statements and check records for accuracy.
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Discussion followed. A straw poll was taken whether we should keep c. as part of policy or take it out. Leaving it in
had more votes. Ann j. will investigate with the insurance company and bring back more information.
Motion to remove #11 under Area Expenses in our Policy Manual and replace with the proposed language as presented
and refer to Assembly for consideration (by Debbie H., second Jami C.) motion carried.
16. Policy Discussion: Attendance and Past Delegate Retention – Cheryl A.
Cheryl A. explained what a past delegate was. Area61 WIUPMI Policy Manual under the heading DELEGATE, #1,
was read: “All past delegates are to be life members of the Area World Service Committee (AWSC)” Attendance
Policy defines ‘active’ under General Policies #1, “All AWSC members are to attend two Assemblies and two AWSC
meetings per year. If unable to attend, or have an alternate present, the Chair should be notified. The Secretary
will send a meeting notice at least three weeks prior to Assemblies and AWSC meetings. Any AWSC member who
misses two consecutive meetings and/or Assemblies will receive a written notice from the Chair. Upon missing the
third meeting, he/she will be considered inactive.”
There has been discussion of past delegates who have not met those criteria, and other discussion that does not
have to do with attendance. What does a past delegate do? They are on task forces, thought forces, and the
Policy Committee. They lead workshops and fill in for coordinators who have left their positions. They have
experience to share.
Rules of discussion were reviewed. Questions for discussion:
Do you like or dislike having the continuity of past delegates?
In regards to rotation of service, are past delegates doing what other AWSC members could or should do?
Do you feel that past delegates dominate? How?
Do you think past delegates have an attitude of we have the knowledge and you don’t?
Discussion points:
 We have so many past delegates they have a louder voice than others
 What about the expense of sending all of them to meetings?
 We value their knowledge and love them
 Rotation of leadership is not happening
 Members who have served should not stand for positions
 We should limit their terms to 9 years
 We value their experience
 I have gotten better responses from current AWSC members than from past delegates.
 Service helps members to grow.
 Duties and terms should be clearly defined.
 Because past delegates volunteer when no one else steps up, they become chairs and members of all task
and thought forces and leaders of workshops.
 AWSC members are elected every three years. Past delegates can voluntarily end their term.
 It’s an honor to have past delegates at meetings; they bring consistency and continuity, and bring a living
history.
 We may not always have an abundance of past delegates
 Why don’t other members step up when asked to join?
 GRs are the voting members. There is and has been a feeling of us vs them. We all have the best interest
of Al-Anon in mind. We all should presume good will.
 The position does not need to be. Members wanting to serve can be GRs or DRs after being delegate.
 The AWSC could benefit from a Group Inventory.
Discussion of a group inventory followed. A straw poll was taken of members wanting to have a group inventory
of the AWSC using Al-Anon’s inventory process? The majority wanted an Inventory.
An online survey format was suggested.
Brenda M. and Milette K. volunteered. The survey with results will be complete by Spring AWSC. There will be a
presentation and discussion at that time.
17. Partners in Service Q&A
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The length of the upcoming Assembly was a concern due to the Policy Manual rewrite. Can we break down the
Policy re-write into smaller pieces?
How will budget changes be handled at Assembly? Please have clarity for GRs.
18. Ask It Basket, Susan B.
Q. Why does the Area prefer to form thought force/task forces for each item? Why can’t the entire AWSC be in
on the discussion?
A. The entire Area is ultimately part of the discussion. Part of the charge of a thought force is to research, sift
through and consider Area needs. Sometimes a thought force will recommend no action be taken. When action is
needed a task force is formed. A task force doesn’t make decisions. It puts together information and makes a
recommendation to the Assembly or AWSC. When this information is presented is when GRs are able to have
discussion. If all AWSC members were in on the start of the process would be unwieldly.
Q. If we change our name to WIUPMI what happens to our Area website URL? I can easily search ‘Area 61 AFG’
and website comes up. Terri G. district 15
A. We could or could not change our website. It would not be a requirement. It would be part of the discussion.
Part of the reason for changing our name internally is to prepare upcoming members in service to identify
themselves in a way that is recognized by all levels of service.
Q. District 25 Public Outreach committee is planning on sending out Al-Anon information to the homes of people
affected by someone else’s drinking. They plan to do this by looking in the local papers. In our local papers, they
routinely publish the names and addresses of people who have been arrested for operating a vehicle while
intoxicated. Our committee plans to prepare a mailing with a schedule and some CAL and mail it to those homes.
We were wondering if any other district in the Area has experience with this type of outreach. If so, how did it go?
We also wonder if any members of the AWSC have any opinions as to whether it is appropriate to engage in this
kind of public out-reach?
A. Take our time. Gather information. Consider the safety of the people in the home. Maybe a better route
would be to develop a relationship with law enforcement or the court system or county services. Ask WSO for
recommendations with a phone call. Might this fall under promotion rather than attraction? How might this be
received by an already traumatized family? How would I receive this unsolicited communication?
Answers from other members; I have had the experience of someone in my house having a DWI. Our household
was immediately deluged with letters from lawyers who wanted to represent. I would not pay attention to an
unsolicited mailing.
19. What’s Important to bring back to your groups
A separate email was sent with this information to all coordinators, all GRs and all officers on 8/9/2017.
Please be prepared to discuss changes to the Policy Manual (pink book).

ANNOUNCEMENTS
We have an online Ask It Basket on our website. The Fall Assembly is September 15-16, 2017. The next AWSC is
March 3, 2018. The next convention is Oct 20-22, 2017,

MEETING ADJOURNED by Debbie H. We closed with the Al-Anon Declaration.
Motion made to adjourn the meeting (by Carol V., seconded by Dan G.). Motion carried.
Respectfully submitted,

Note: These minutes are not official
until approved by the AWSC.

Jaye Roush
Area 61 Secretary, Term 2016-2018
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